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‘Art, for a true artist, is a form of meditation’.
Education is a broad concept that surpasses the four walls of a classroom. To fulfil the
objective, there is a prime need of striking a balance between syllabus, curriculum, books and
also co-curricular activities beyond that. Keeping in the motto of the said above our college
have always supported the balance to be struck between education and co-curricular activities
by supporting co-curricular activities under the garb of cultural department. It’s a pleasure in
penning down the cultural report for the academic year 2016-17. As this year the college with
the zeal of enthusiasm and vigor started with the co-curricular activities by promoting
,supporting the students for the for their overall development with education and co-curricular.
This year we started up with the most precious and renowned competition ‘Purushottam
Karandak’ with a team of 16 people. The college participated after a span of 4 years in the
competition and stood amongst the top 20 colleges participated all over Pune region.
This year following the tradition the college organized The Annual College Fest “ Indradhanush
& Dum 2017”. An initiative which was taken up last year and continued this year in unifying
the students and strengthening the bond between the sports and cultural which turned out to
be a huge success. The competitions began from 3rd FEBRUARY 2017 -8TH FEBRUARY 2017. The
cultural team and its volunteers transformed the college into a colorful vibrant display of our
theme “Social Media And Village Life. Followed by the cultural noon where there was display
of talents by good performances. In all there was organisation of 12 competitions, rangoli,
bottle painting, mehendi, poster making, essay writing, extempore writing, elocution, JAM,
extempore speech, hog fest, antakshari, Pictionary, solo-duet singing, mad-ads, impromptu
dancing. This year the addition was organizing of the cooking competition were there was huge
display of talents and a mass participation too. The days and theme like Bollywood Tollywood
day and Insane-Comic Day raised the fun element.
The week old events were concluded by the prize distribution ceremony on 8th February 2017
in the presence of our chief guest Mr. Suyash Tilak (renowned Marathi actor) And Shri Ram
Nimbalkar[Chairman LMC. DESSNFLC.] with our principal Dr. Rohini Honap. Who did away with
the prize Distibution to the winners ,Runner-up ,Special Appreciations. Likewise every year the
batch that win the most cultural and sports events is awarded with the the Class Of The Year
was 5th BSL.LL.B . and the Best Student of the year Bhargavi Mahajan 5th BSL.LL.B. which was
giving considering overall performance as a student throughout his/her College Career.
The advent of the second semester the college witnessed Winning and participation in
prestigious competitions with the joint efforts of our cultural coordinators Ajinkiya Alkari and

Kshitij Kshirsagar in :- MIT’s MITSOM, MIT’s Enthusia , Arohan, BMCC’s Troika Symbiosis’s
Laissez Faire, A K Khan law college’s MIT Surjan, MIT Arohan Pinnacle and many other
different competitions.
Following is the list of the activities and the participation in various competitions listed above.
Students participation in various cultural Activities :•

Street play group :-

1. Adideo kumar verma
2. Anjana kunwar
3. Anurag tiwari
4. Apurva saykar
5. Astha srivastava
6. Atharav bangale
7. Siddhi butala
8. Devanshi burande
9. anushka junnarkar
10. kanann shah
11. shamal karnawat
12. siddharth kaushik
13. Shreya kolhapur
14. Kushal karwa
15. Meghana gaikwad

16. neha oswal
17. nidhi rathi
18. nihal singh
19. nikita jadhav
20. sanskruti panse
21. shehnaz bagwan
22. pragati shinde
23. simran mutalik
24. snehal sawal
25. suraj gurav
26. Pooja thakur
27. surabhi subhash
28. vaishnavi karegoa
29. kumar diwakar ( director )
30. sweta chavan.
Achievements

Sr.no
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Name of competions
CHRIST COLLEGE
MIT SURJAN
MIT MITSOM
TROIKA BMCC
PINNACLE
DUFF
MIT ENTHUSIA
SYMBOYSIS

position
1ST PRIZE
1ST PRIZE
1ST PRIZE
1ST PRIZE
1ST PRIZE
1ST PRIZE
2ND PRIZE
PARTICIPATION

Competitions and participants

Position secured

Purushottam karandak:

Top 20

Aditya ayachit
Aditya vyas
Adwait deodhar
Akshay badve
Akshay patil
Madhumita sathe
Manasi rozekar
Pooja luktuke
Pratik gaikwad
Pratiksha kharwadkar
Richa deshpande
Shubham biche
Suraj gurav
Siddharth rathod
Virajas odhekar
Ajinkya alkari
MIT enthusia:
Singing:
Preetha koda
Ruta bhide

1st runner up
2nd runner up

Group dance:
Simran mutalik
Atharva bangale
Adil sabuwala
Himadri jaiswal
Zenia irani
Apurva gawande
Divya dadhich
Troika:

winners

Street play

Winners

Arohan:
1st runner up
Solo dancing:
Serena sharma
Laissez Faire:
Solo singing:
Preetha koda
Ruta bhide
Trisha bhattacharya

Winner
1st runner up
2nd runner up

Pinnacle:
Solo Singing:
Preetha koda
Shivani kambale

1st runner up
2nd runner up

Duet singing:
Sarvagya vidyarthi & drishti mulay
Shruti desai & Trisha bhattacharya

Winners
2nd runners up

Solo dance:
Shashwati harmalkar
Karishma khot

1st runner up
2nd runner up

Duet dance:
Shashwati harmalkar & mrunal bhide
Manasi more & manali More

Winners
1st runner up

Group dance:
Niyati shah
Pooja gk
Apeksha gadhekar
Sana dravid
Ajinkya alkari

2nd runner up

Poster making:
Aditya vyas
Siddhi butala

Winner
1st runner up

Collage making:
Savira chandawale

2nd runner up

Face painting:
Ankita borate

2nd runner up

Mehandi:
Siddhi butala

1st runner up

Mr.& miss. Pinnacle
Abhishek saliyan
Trisha bhattacharya
Pratiksha kharwadkar

Mr. pinnacle
Top3
Top3

Mad- ads:
Virajas odhekar
Shashwati harmalkar
Akshay patil
Sarvagya vidyarthi
Ajinkya alkari
Essay writing:
Virendra vikram
Shashwati harmalkar
Fashion show:
Bhargavi mahajan
Palak arora
Shreya kolhapure
Abhishek saliyan
Akshay patil
Pratik gaikwad

Winners

1st runner up
2nd runner up

Winners

Overall pinnacle winners

NIEM best event manager:
Kshitij kshirsagar
Ajinkya Alkari

winners

The year was a milestone in the cultural history of our college. It left us with a truck load of
memories , forged friendships and bonds stronger than iron and made the time fly by real
quick. Thus the students managed to excel in all possible way with high vigor and hard work to
excel in the co-curricular this year .lastly it is the joint efforts of the faculty in charge and the

student co-ordinators that this year we witnessed the taste of winning various competitions.
And participation by the students from all the steams. Where the marks are made for the
juniors to learn ahead and keep the flame of enthusiasm and hard work in co-curricular to be
ignited in them blending the activities with their education.

